This paper describes the use of language models in various phases of Tamil speech recognition system for improving its performance. In this work, the language models are applied at various levels of speech recognition such as segmentation phase, recognition phase and the syllable and word level error correction phase. The speech signals were segmented at phonetic level based on their acoustic characteristics. The wrongly identified segmentation points were detected and corrected using articulatory feature based phoneme language model. The segmented signals were mapped to their phonemes. The ambiguities in the recognized phonemes were reduced by using inter and intra word based language models. The recognized phonemes were grouped together to form syllables and then words. The errors in the syllables and words were detected and corrected by using the syllable and morpheme based language models developed for Tamil language. The performance of the Tamil speech recognition system was improved by using the language models at different phases of speech recognition. Recognition rate of 74.11% was obtained by applying language models at segmentation phase, which was further improved to 84.11% at phoneme recognition phase and finally to 87.1% at syllable level and word level recognition phase. Thus the use of language models has drastically reduced the error rates at various levels and improved the recognition rate of Tamil speech recognition system.
Introduction
There are various techniques for the development of a speech recognition system such as the template matching (Marcus et al., 1994) , knowledge based (Lahiri 1999; Reetz 1999 ) and statistical approaches (Gales, 1998) . The selection of a technique for recognition depends on the language to be recognized. The characteristics of the language such as its phoneme types, allophonic characteristics; syllable patterns and inflectional characteristics decide the type of the technique to be used for recognition. The distinct characteristics of a language can be analyzed from the order of occurrence of phonemes, syllable patterns and words in that language. The use of statistical approach -language models will help us to detect the co-occurrence of phoneme, syllable patterns and words in a language. One of the best-known statistical approaches for speech recognition is the Hidden Markov Model (HMM), which uses word or phoneme as the modeling unit (Rabiner 1989; Young 1996; Axelrod et al., 2004) . HMM is automatically trained from data, resulting in improved accuracies, if training and decoding are treated in the same framework. HMM is a double stochastic model, in which the generation of the underlying phoneme string and the frame-by-frame, surface acoustic realizations are both represented probabilistically as Markov processes. HMM uses language models to reduce the search space and resolve acoustic ambiguity. However, in HMM, the probability distribution related to duration of each phonetic state does not match correctly with speech phoneme duration. Obviously, speech is not really a string of stationary states and the acoustic realization of a phoneme can be dynamically modified by adjacent phonemes. Moreover, HMM is an inaccurate model as it relies on the use of statistics to model the variability of speech such as co-articulation effects and inter speaker differences and the technique does not deal with the actual mechanism of speech production or perception (Bilmes, 2002) . Speech recognition approaches that incorporate linguistic and articulatory knowledge as an integral part of the speech recognition system have gained more attention and interest in recent times (Metze et al., 2002; Stuker et al., 2003) . These types of approaches are referred to as artificial intelligence approaches, in which knowledge based information regarding the articulatory features of the phonemes are combined with statistical information to correct the errors that occur during the recognition phase. A limitation in the number of phonemes and the existence of unique articulatory features to identify those phonemes motivated researchers to classify the signals at the phonetic level based on their articulatory phonetic features (Ali et al., 1999) . This approach is currently used to improve the performance of large vocabulary speaker independent speech recognition. Statistical information regarding the units to be recognized can be obtained by using the concept of Statistical Language Models (SLM) . A statistical language model is one of the major modules in the speech recognition process that is used to predict and correct errors that occur at various levels of speech recognition (Gotoh, 2000) . They can be easily integrated with other components in the recognition system to improve the performance of error correction. Hence language models were applied at various phases of speech recognition in Tamil language. The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the proposed system details are discussed, in section 3, the details regarding the use of language models in speech segmentation is discussed. In section 4, the use of language models for phoneme recognition is discussed. In section 5, the use of syllable and morpheme based language models to correct the errors at syllable and word level is discussed. In the final section the results are analyzed.
Proposed Work
An Artificial Intelligence based speech recognition approach which is a hybrid of knowledge based approach and statistical approach is designed to recognize speech in Tamil language. Language models can be applied from all levels of granularity, from the phoneme level, to syllable level, to morpheme level and till the word level in the proposed Tamil speech recognition system. The type of language model to be applied depends on the language being used. Current research in speech recognition focuses on methods to improve the performance of the speech recognition system using improved language models. The characteristic of a language decides the type of language model designed for it. Most languages are generally assumed to have a basic word order. For example, in English SVO (subject-verb-object) is the commonly used fixed word pattern for normal type of sentences. Hence the use of n-gram language models and class based language models based on the syntactic category of the words and the position of the word within the sentence will improve the performance of the English speech recognition system (Charniak et al., 2003) . Some languages like Tamil which are partially free word order in nature, require different language modeling approaches to extract linguistic characteristics that would improve the performance of speech recognition. This characteristic of Tamil languages would require the use of a language model at finer levels of linguistic granularity. This led to the search for new approaches to capture phoneme, morphological and syntactic constraints and intra and inter word associations between these linguistic units. This in turn resulted in the development of new models to tackle these distinguishing characteristics of languages like Tamil. Phoneme was chosen as the fundamental unit, for building the language models for Tamil due to the restriction in the number of phonemes in most relatively free word order languages, compared to the large number of morphological variants of words. There are 50 phonemes in Tamil (12 vowels and 38 consonants). Therefore phonemes as basic units would be a natural choice for speech recognition of partially free word order languages. The language models developed at phoneme/syllable/word level will detect and correct the errors in Tamil language. The use of language models at the phoneme level segmentation and recognition phase itself would try to reduce the errors that are propagated to word level recognition process. This motivated us to use language modeling approaches at various phases of speech recognition.
The basic block diagram of the system is shown in Figure1. The preprocessing module will eliminate the noise and silence from the signals and segment the signals from sentence level to word level. The pre-processed signals are then segmented at the phonetic level using a phoneme segmentation algorithm. The segmentation algorithm designed for this work, identifies the under segmented and over segmented signals based on their spectral, temporal and acoustic characteristics and by using category-based phoneme level language models. The segmented phonemes are recognized based on their acoustic features and further processed using inter and intra word based language models. Syllable and morpheme based language models are used to avoid the ambiguities in the recognition process and in general to improve the performance of the system.
Language models in Speech segmentation
There are various approaches to perform speech segmentation: based on syllables using group delay and MFCC features on HMM (Hedge et al., 2004) and based on phonemes -using linguistically constrained segmentation methods (Pellom et al., 1998) , text independent method of segmentation (Aversano et al., 2001) and cluster based phonetic segmentation (Eberman 1996) . This paper is based on the text independent phoneme segmentation algorithm proposed by Guido Aversano, which was modified to suit segmentation of Tamil phonemes. By using the text independent segmentation algorithm on Tamil speech, it was found that some of the segmented phonemes were over-segmented and some were under-segmented. The under-segmented signals were detected based on their duration and acoustic characteristics and were again re-segmented that led to the design of two level segmentation algorithm (Saraswathi et al., 2006a) . The over-segmented signals were checked for their likelihood of joining with the neighboring segments based on their spectral characteristics, which led to the design of phoneme combination algorithm (Saraswathi et al., 2006b) . Incorrectly detected segmentation points were corrected by using category-based phoneme language models at the segmentation points as discussed in the next section Language models for segmentation: Due to segmentation errors, the segments obtained may not correspond to actual phonemes. In this work, we have used information associated with phonological categories such as voicing, place and manner of articulation to alter the segmentation points. We consider the co-occurrence pattern of the phonemes based on their type (vowel/consonant), voicing characteristic (voiced/unvoiced) as well as the place and manner of articulation to detect the incorrect segmentation points. The signal segments obtained from segmentation algorithm are mapped to their phoneme category based on both the acoustic features and hand-coded articulatory features (Ali, 1998; Ali, 1997) A database that contains the acoustic features of the phonemes along with their articulatory features was maintained. The phonemes were classified into groups based on the characteristics of their acoustic and articulatory features. The segmented speech signals were mapped to a phoneme type based on their acoustic and articulatory features. The signal sequence may contain certain improbable co-occurrences, which is determined by using category-based phoneme language model, where the category corresponds to the articulatory features of the phonemes. This indicates that there is an error in the segmentation and calls for reassignment of the segmentation points. To build the category-based language model, a Tamil newspaper text corpus with 5 lakh words was selected. The Tamil text characters were converted to their corresponding graphemes and the graphemes were mapped to their corresponding phonemes in International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) text format based on rules proposed by Kothandaraman (1997) . The phonemes were tagged based on their type (vowel/consonant), voicing characteristics and place and manner of articulation. The category-based language model was used to determine the probability of occurrence of a phoneme based on the previous sequence of phonemes which was estimated using the equation 1.
where Ph i corresponds to the phoneme recognized at the i th segment point and v i corresponds to the articulatory feature of the phoneme Ph i. Thus a phoneme is recognized based on the category to which it is mapped on and on the history of the category of the previous phoneme sequence. Bigram category-based language model was applied on the given corpus to detect the possible cooccurrence of phoneme sequences in Tamil language. The category-based language model determines the improbable sequence of phoneme co-occurrence based on voicing/unvoicing and place and manner of articulation. Thus the model has been used to find certain phoneme sequences that are not possible. In general as proposed by Kothandaraman (1997) and learned from the categorybased bigram phoneme language models built for Tamil, the following phoneme sequences are not possible in Tamil 1. The consonant alveolar-approximant, nasal, trill, tap and fricative do not occur in word starting position. 2. The consonant bilabial-fricative and plosive do not occur in word starting position. 3. The consonant velar-plosive, velar-fricative, palatal -nasal, velar-nasal, dental-fricative, alveolar-plosive, alveolar-trill and bilabial-nasal do not occur in word endings. 4. Consonants other that alveolar-nasal, bilabial-fricative are not possible after the consonant alveolar-approximant. 5. No consonants occur after alveolar-plosive, bilabial-fricative, dental-fricative, glottal-fricative and alveolar-trill. Only vowels occur after them. 6. Consonant other than alveolar-plosive and post alveolar-fricative do not occur after palatal-nasal. 7. Consonants other than velar-plosive do not occur after velar-nasal.
When identifying the phonemes at the segmentation points, an analysis was done based on the language models to check if it is a valid phoneme to occur at that position. If it is not a valid phoneme then it implies an error in segmentation at that point. Some of the possible errors are 1. Due to the joining of some identical phonemes, which may occur, in gemination in Tamil. Such segments are again resegmented based on the amplitude peaks in them. 2. Due to wrong identification of segmentation points, by considering the maximum amplitude peaks as the threshold value for segmentation. Such segments are combined with the neighboring segments and they are again resegmented based on the next lower level amplitude peaks present in them. Thus most of the errors due to over-segmentation and under-segmentation were reduced using language models. The speech corpus for testing purposes was recorded under clean acoustic conditions in 16 kHz, 16-bit audio quality. Read speech data was recorded from 100 speakers -60 male and 40 female speakers, of different age groups in the range 15-50. The articles in a Tamil newspaper that contained 200 sentences were read aloud by the speakers and they were recorded. The speech signals were transcribed at the word level. 2500 words were obtained from the speech corpus of each speaker. The test material contained a total of 20,000 phonemes for each speaker and the segmentation algorithm had technical prerequisites to recognize of about 15,920 of them, which gives Phoneme segmentation rate of 79.6%.
Phoneme Recognition based on Language models
There are various approaches to phoneme recognition: based on time delay neural networks (Waibel et al., 1989) , based on LPC spectral matching measures (Shikano, 1985) and based on acoustic phonetic features (Ali 2001) . This work performs phoneme recognition based on the acoustic features of the phonemes and uses language models to decrease the errors in phoneme recognition phase. The first stage in phoneme recognition process is to aggregate all the phoneme signals, by segmenting the speech signals and then compare the Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) features of the segmented phoneme signals with the PLP feature of the existing phonemes in the database. The database was built by manually segmenting the words collected to cover all phonemes in Tamil language, extracting their PLP co-efficient and storing them in a database. A Euclidean distance measure was used to compare the incoming phoneme signals with phoneme signals available in the database. However, the phonemes recognized by using the PLP features led to errors such as phoneme insertion, deletion and replacement, due to coarticulation effect associated with the phonemes. These types of errors typically degrade the performance of the speech recognition. Hence, we used the concept of language models to correct phoneme recognition errors. In this work, intra and inter-word based language models have been used to predict the presence of a phoneme based on its preceding context. This prediction probability is used to reduce errors in the recognition process. The language model used in the recognition process considers the probability of the presence of a phoneme P based on the preceding phoneme sequence P s of the word in which P occurs. Depending on the length of the word W in which P occurs and the position of P in W, the sequence length of P s considered for probability prediction of P varies. In turn the probability of the sequence P s is determined by the last syllable S of the previous word W p . In turn the independent probability of occurrence of syllable S as a last syllable is determined by considering the probability of occurrence of S as last syllable in any word. These features of phoneme context led to the design of a new language model for phoneme recognition based on the context of phonemes, syllables and words as shown in Figure 2 . 
where Ph 0 ,Ph 1 ,…..Ph j corresponds to the phoneme sequence recognized for the word W i and Sy l corresponds to ending syllable pattern of the previous word W i-1 .Thus the language model designed for the phoneme recognition system in our work is a combination of
• Intra-word variable length phoneme based language model: To detect the phonemes based on previous sequence of phonemes of the current word.
• Inter-word Hybrid language model: To detect the phonemes based on the syllable pattern and the word present in the preceding position.
Intra word phoneme based language model: In this section, we first describe the use of preceding sequence of phonemes of the word as the context to determine the probability of occurrence of the phoneme under consideration. Since the length of the word in which the phoneme under consideration occurs and the position of this phoneme in the word varies, the sequence length of the preceding phonemes taken as context for the probability prediction of phoneme under consideration varies. Thus the varying length of the preceding phoneme sequence results in an intra-word variable length language model. The bigram language model will predict the occurrence of a large number of phonemes as next phoneme thus leading to ambiguity in prediction. In other words, the use of bigram language models results in a higher perplexity value for detection of next possible phoneme. The use of bigram language model obtained a perplexity value of 22.3 for predicting the phonemes as shown in Table 2 . The training was done on a newspaper text corpus that contained 5 lakh words. The words were mapped to their phoneme sequences using the word to phoneme mapping algorithm designed for Tamil. The bigram probability value for the phoneme sequences were analyzed for the training set. The testing was done on the phoneme segments obtained from the speech signals segmented using the phoneme level segmentation algorithm discussed in the previous section.
The use of variable length language model obtained perplexity value of 4.1 for predicting the succeeding phoneme as shown in Table 3 . This reduction in perplexity essentially reduces the ambiguity in phoneme detection. In addition, in order to improve the prediction probability of the sequence of phonemes used in the variable length language model the inter-word hybrid language model was designed.
Inter word hybrid language model: Large vocabulary speech recognition and search was implemented based on a Phonetic approach by Seide et al., (2004) . Closer inspection of the results showed that word-lattice based search and phonetic search produced essentially complementary search results: Phonetic search tends towards low miss rates with many false alarms, and word-level search tends towards few false alarms but high miss rates. This motivated the use of a hybrid language model based on a word and its phoneme sequence, by Bazzi (2000) , to improve speech recognition. The probability of occurrence of a word was evaluated based on the probability of the phoneme sequence that forms a part of the word, which is essentially an intra word language model. The main drawback in this hybrid approach was that, it led to lower recognition rate, as it could not predict the errors due to deletion and replacement of phonemes in the recognized sequence. In order to overcome this drawback we designed an inter-word hybrid language model. This hybrid language model improved the performance of the phoneme recognition system. Here, we assume that some level of language dependent error corrections of phoneme sequences have already taken place at the segmentation phase. This hybrid model essentially predicts the probability of occurrence of the phoneme sequence used as context in variable length language model based on the syllables at the end of the previous word and independent probability of syllables occurring as an ending syllable in a word. In general the prediction of phonemes at an instant also depends on the information regarding the history of words recognised so far. The information regarding the syllable pattern that occurs at the ending of the previous word has some impact in recognising the phoneme for the current word as the occurrence of word depends on the ending of the previous word in a highly inflectional language, Tamil. This led to the design of inter-word hybrid language model for phoneme recognition. To construct the intra and inter-word based language models, the newspaper text corpus with 5,00,000 words was taken and the phonemes that form the words were obtained. The syllables that constitute the words were built from the phonemes. The words, phonemes and syllable sequences were stored as கிட்டத்தட்ட <k i ʈʈ^ t̪ t̪ ʈʈ^ > <kiʈ ʈ^t̪ t̪ʈ ʈ^> (word) <phoneme sequence> <syllable sequence>
The probability of the occurrence of a phoneme in a word was evaluated using a combination of the variable length phoneme language model and the hybrid phoneme/syllable/word based language model as shown in Equation 2. An overall perplexity value of 2.09 was obtained by integrating the variable length phoneme language model with the hybrid model as shown in Table 4 when tested on the phoneme segments obtained from the phoneme level segmentation algorithm. A lower perplexity value in predicting the phoneme reduced the ambiguity in identifying the succeeding phoneme.
Error correction using syllable and morpheme based language models
In this section, we move from phoneme based language models to language models based on larger units such as syllables and morphemes. In the previous section, we had obtained a probable sequence of phonemes corresponding to a word. In this section, we use specially designed language models for error correction based on probability of syllables and morphemes in the formation of words.
Syllable based language models
A basic Tamil pronunciation unit is a syllable that can be represented in the form of (C) V (C) (C) where C corresponds to Consonant and V corresponds to Vowel. Following are the possible syllable patterns in Tamil V, CV, CVC, CVCC, VC, VCC For performing syllable based language models, Tamil news paper text corpus with 5 lakhs word was selected. A grapheme to syllable converter was used to convert the text data to sequence of syllables. In order to implement a Tamil Grapheme to syllable conversion system many language specific problems need to be solved. A rule based grapheme to syllable converter was used to perform the conversion. Following were some of the rules used to perform grapheme to syllable conversion 1. Nucleus can be Vowel(V) or Consonant ( C ) 2. If onset is C then nucleus is V to yield a syllable of type CV 3. Coda can be empty or C 4. If characters after CV pattern are of type CV then the syllables are split as CV and CV. 5. If the CV pattern if followed by CCV then syllables are split as CVC and CV. 6. If the CV pattern is followed by CCCV then the syllables are split as CVCC and CV 7. If the VC pattern is followed by V then the syllables are split as V and CV. 8. If the VC pattern is followed by CVC then the syllables are split as VC and CVC The phonemes obtained after the application of phonological rules are converted to the syllable sequences based on the syllabification rules listed above. The probability of generation of the syllables (Sy) from the phoneme sequence is given in where Ph 1 Ar1 corresponds to the phoneme Ph 1 with articulatory feature Ar 1 and 'n' take any value between 1 to 4, as the maximum possible phonemes to form syllable is 4. Based on the rule based algorithm for mapping the group of graphemes to form syllables and the probability of generating the syllables from the phoneme sequences, the syllables were recognized. Recognition of some syllable sequences is not possible due to error in recognized phonemes. They are detected using the articulatory-acoustic features of the phonemes.
Various studies (Chang 2002; Greeberg 2003) show that there is a systematic relation between articulatory-acoustic features and syllables. The way articulatory-acoustic features give insight into nature of pronunciation variation at the level of syllables is discussed by Greenberg (Greeberg 2003) was used in formation of syllables from the phoneme sequences. A few points given by him are
• In a syllable, onsets are often produced canonically, whereas the nucleus and coda are often reduced, the coda often being deleted.
• Voicing is the articulatory foundation of the syllabic nucleus • It is rare for two segments of the same manner class to occur in adjacent positions within a syllable.
• Based on place of Articulation we can distinguish among words, particularly at onset. In coda position there is a general preference for central place of articulation. To extract the acoustic and articulatory information for the syllables, templates are derived from manual transcriptions by rewriting the strings of phonetic segments in terms of articulatory-acoustic features and bundling them together as syllables. The features for manner of articulation, place of articulation and voicing are considered. Syllable sequences and their templates that are not possible in the Tamil language are listed in Table 5 . The syllable patterns that are not possible in Tamil are identified based on the rules given in Table II where Ph i Ari corresponds to the phoneme Ph i with articulatory feature Ar i . Based on the previous syllable pattern and the generation of syllable from the phoneme sequence the current one was identified and the ambiguities were resolved. The syllables were combined to form words and the errors in word level were detected and corrected using morpheme based language model as discussed in the next section.
Morpheme based language models
Tamil words typically have more morphological patterns than English words. For example, a Tamil word will often contain the following, easily identifiable, constituent parts: a stem, which can be thought of as responsible for the nuclear meaning of the verb, attached to which may be zero or more derivational prefix (es) and zero or one suffix, which together form a word. The stem often acquires an entirely new lexical meaning with the presence of these affixes. Of most relevance to language modeling, however, is the inflection (inflectional suffix), which is appended to the stem and which determines the grammatical case, gender (masculine, feminine, or neuter), number, etc. of the word. The presence of the inflection results in many different word forms for a word in Tamil compared to English (Arden et al., 1969) . The direct consequence of this is the coverage of more words in Tamil vocabulary than that of the same sized English vocabulary. The size of the Tamil vocabulary was reduced by using morpheme based language models (Saraswathi et al., 2004) . The Tamil newspaper text corpus that had 5 lakh words with 1,49156 distinct words contained only about 93795 distinct stems and 1515 distinct endings. The use of morpheme based language model designed by us (Saraswathi et al., 2007) will predict the errors in recognised word sequence due to replacement of phonemes and correct them to improve the recognition rate of the Tamil speech recognition system. In general, in a word, the prediction of the stem S i should not only be based on the knowledge of the preceding ending E i -1 , but also dependent on the previous stem S i -1 , i. e., the language model should also consider the probability P (S i | S i -1 ) to stem S i . Since the stem gives the major part of the information about the word, quality of such dependency should be comparable to word bigram. Prediction of the ending is more complicated. Ending E i should depend on the corresponding stem S i . In addition, the Tamil language makes extensive use of agreement, for example a noun and its adjectival or pronominal attribute must agree in gender, number and case. The morphological categories often affect word-ending E i. So the ending E i of the word W i should also be based on ending E i-1 of the preceding word W i-1.
Consider the following decomposition of word W i and W i -1 : Word W i -1 decomposed as stem S i -1 and ending E i -1 . Word W i decomposed as stem S i and ending E i According to the morpheme based language model designed by us the prediction of stem S i depends on S i -1 and also E i -1 : P (S i ) depends on P (S i |S i -1 ) and P (S i |E i -1 ) and prediction of the ending E i depends on the previous ending E i -1 and the stem S i : P (Ei) depends on P (Ei |E i -1 ) and P (Ei |Si) Since there is a strong dependency between the stem and its endings, all possible endings of the stems present in the training corpus is found using the existing Tamil morphological generator (Anandan et al., 2001) . The generator generates all the possible endings for the given stem word. All stem -ending combinations are used in evaluating the probability of occurrence of the morphs in the modified morpheme based language model. The bigram probability estimation for the modified morpheme based language is calculated for stems as follows:
The bigram probability estimation for the endings is calculated as:
where α and ξ are parameters in the range 0 to 1. The knowledge of the preceding ending gives less information on the occurrence of a stem and also the occurrence of the preceding ending gives less information on the occurrence of the next word ending. So, the value of α and ξ were set to 0.9, for which improved perplexity values were obtained. The bigram probability of occurrence of a word based on the stem-end combination was calculated by:
The probability of occurrence of a word is based on the combined probability of occurrence of its stem and endings. If it is not possible to identify the word, based on the stem-ending combinations of the words W i and W i -1 , the number of occurrence of the word (W i ) with the stem (S i ) and ending (E i ) pair is estimated. If no words exist with that stem-ending combination then the number of occurrence of the stem (S i ) of the word (W i ) is estimated. The bigram probability of the occurrence of the word W i , after smoothing is represented as:
where φ1 + φ2 + φ3 = 1. The results were analyzed for different values of φ1, φ2 and φ3 and it was found that for values of φ1 = 0.5, φ2 = 0.3 and φ3 = 0.2 improved perplexity and WER results were produced. The modified morpheme based language model was trained on newspaper text corpus with 5 lakhs words and tested on the speech corpus collected from 200 speakers. The results obtained for the modified morpheme based language model for newspaper corpus is shown in Table 6 . The morpheme based Trigram language model showed an improvement in the perplexity and WER values.
Results
Tamil text of about 200 sentences was read aloud by 100 speakers (60 male and 40 female speakers) and the signals were segmented using our segmentation algorithm. The segmented phoneme signals were mapped to their phonemes represented in text format in IPA form. Error distribution at different positions in the word due to addition, deletion and replacement of phonemes were analyzed. The distribution of the phoneme recognition errors is 11.76% due to deletion, 48.24% due to addition and 40% due to replacement. When compared to the consonants, the distinct characteristics of the vowels were accurately evaluated using the acoustic features. This resulted in reduction of errors due to vowel insertion and replacement, and no errors to occur due to vowel deletion. The use of category-based phoneme language models at the segmentation points detected and corrected the errors that occurred at the beginning and ending of the words. However, the errors that occur in the middle of the words were not detected during the segmentation phase. Phoneme recognition rate of 74.11% was obtained by the use of language models at the segmentation phase. In order to improve the performance of the phoneme recognition rate, variable length language model integrated with inter-word hybrid language models were applied after the recognition phase. This language model for phoneme error correction resulted in phoneme recognition rate of 84.11%. The use of syllable/morpheme based language models for error correction resulted in recognition rates of 87.1%. Comparison of the percentage of errors of various types corrected at different phases of speech recognition using language models is shown in Figure 3 . Percentage of phoneme classification errors in three word positions and percentage of errors corrected by using language models in the segmentation and recognition phase is listed in Table 7 . The use of variable length language model integrated with hybrid language model essentially removed the errors introduced due to phoneme deletion and insertion and the use of syllable and morpheme based language models for error correction removed the errors due to phoneme replacement. 
Conclusion
In this paper, language models are used in different phases of speech recognition such as phoneme segmentation, recognition and error correction. Different types of language models such as category-based phoneme language models, inter and intra word language models, syllable and morpheme based language models were used to improve the performance of Tamil speech recognition system. Recognition rate of 87.1 % was obtained by applying language models at various phases of recognition. The speech recognition system is designed for Tamil speech corpus transcribed at the word level. The system can be further enhanced, by modifying it for continuous speech recognition. Design of language models at the sub-word level to identify wrongly segmented words can further improve the performance of continuous speech recognition for the Tamil language. A combination of the morpheme based language model and the syntactic and semantic class based models can further improve the error correction rate in the Tamil speech recognition system, due to the inflectional characteristics of Tamil.
